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Harding Township School - Summer Assignment 
7th Grade English/Language Arts 

 
DUE:September 4, 2020 

Assignment Rationale/Objective:   
 
This summer reading initiative will support the students’ efforts in the classroom.  In September, the seventh-grade 
language arts program begins an ancient cultures origins of storytelling and mythology unit/author, allowing students to: 
 

● connect to ancient cultures and classic hero’s journey and creation storytelling 
● learn the power of myth on our language, literature, and culture today 
● examine how writers modernize mythological storytelling themes, characterization, and magical elements  to 

create engaging new stories-  reinforcing the essential question concerning the mutability of myth, “Why do we 
have varied tellings of the same myth story?” 

● analyze how a writer develops a unique style in terms of characterization, plot development, and theme.  
● annotate reading for characterization, setting and theme as a pre-writing activity for a literary essay in September. 

 
Below, find several choices of engaging titles.  These books will enrich your studies this year in language arts as well as 
social studies, while making your experiences with this year’s class novels more rewarding and memorable. 

 
Required materials:  
 
1) Choose ONE of the below listed novels, all related to mythology   Books may be available for free through 

the Kemmerer Public Library, or for purchase through local bookstores or online vendors such as amazon.com.  
 
Note: If purchasing a book is financially difficult for any family at this time, please reach out to  Mrs. 
Howard in the HTS Middle School Office for private assistance no later than June 30.  

 

1.The Shadow Thieves  
Ursu, Anne Reason: Set in the real world,, enjoyable, with a, witty update of classic Greek mythology 
introducing a likeable hero involved with conflict among the Greek Gods.  
 
2. Iris, Messenger  
Demming, Sarah Reason: After mortal Iris (Iris, Messenger) discovers that Greek gods are a part of her 
modern world, her life becomes intertwined with mythology. 

3. The Extraordinary Adventures of Alfred Kropp  
Yancey, Richard (Rick) Reason: Modern day reluctant heroes trying to save the world are at the center of these 
fast-paced adventure fantasies. In Alfred Kropp, a teen takes the legendary sword, Excalibur.  
 
2)  Graphic organizers for notes:   Click link and make a copy in order to work directly in the document. 
     Access full directions and online note organizers at HTS Summer Reading homepage. 
 

Please do NOT procrastinate until mid-August to start this assignment! 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YW3BJYJ498Enc3bLiyHuGl9qZ8lt-gXGp4HwPbxPPho/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YW3BJYJ498Enc3bLiyHuGl9qZ8lt-gXGp4HwPbxPPho/edit?usp=sharing
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Overview instructions:                           IN THIS RECOMMENDED ORDER:  
   
   A. Read your selected novel from the above list.  

 
B. As you read, TYPE notes in the ON-LINE graphic organizers. (View only - make a copy!) 
 

Rename file:  Your LAST NAME, FIRST NAME Summer reading 2020 7ELA 
 

● Important:  Use your SCHOOL GOOGLE ACCOUNT as you work so you can access 
these notes in September at school. 

● You will need a print-out in order to receive credit for your notes 
● You will have an in-class writing assessment in September and can use your online 

notes in class.  

Estimated time for completion/Suggested pacing: May vary by student. Below are estimates: 
 

● Reading:      Depends on book selected and individual reading pace. 
 

● Organizers:  Rough estimate: 45 minutes per organizer x 3 organizers = 135 minutes  

Percentage of first marking period grade:      This is your first test grade of the marking period. 

Process for requesting help over the summer: Email:   lwerner@hardingtwp.org or jbaldassari@hardingtwp.org 
 

.  
 
Plagiarism (direct word for word copying,  paraphrasing/word 
substitution, or copying of notes) violates school policy and will result 
in a zero. 

  
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YW3BJYJ498Enc3bLiyHuGl9qZ8lt-gXGp4HwPbxPPho/edit


 
 Are you logged into your school Google account?  You should be, since you will need to access these notes on your Chromebook in school in September. 
  

Complete these fields →     Your name:   
   
  Highlight:  Chosen Novel Title:     Iris, Messenger           The Extraordinary Adventures of Alfred Kropp         The Shadow Thieves 

Boxes expand as you type. 
 

PART ONE:  CHARACTERIZATION 
 
Think:   CHARACTER TRAITS (personality, NOT physical traits!) and GROWTH.   CLICK HERE, SUGGESTED TRAIT WORDS  
 
Note: traits are not passing moods or temporary feelings.        SEE MODEL IN BLUE BOX 
 

Note:  If your novel has two main characters, you must choose ONE for this section.  
 
MODEL: 

 

Main character name:  
(Charlotte, the spider) 

Supporting QUOTES from text with (page #) AND a  brief explanation, 2-3 sentences, of HOW it shows the trait:   
 

FORMAT:    “Quote”  (pg #).  

Trait at beginning:    
(compassionate)  

 “Charlotte advised, ‘Calm down, Wilbur.  It pains me to see you so upset.  I am working on a plan to help you’” (25).   
 
THIS SHOWS HOW  Charlotte reacts when Wilbur finds out he is to be slaughtered.  Charlotte’s words show 
how she is moved to take action and she wants to help save him. She understands him and is selfless in this way. 
This is empathy  -- feeling someone else’s pain as if it is her own 

 
Your work begins on the next page. 

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Pk2q2roWrk100aGQyEotd6AhmFXNbbad8qE2NJDwDG8/edit?usp=sharing


Main character name:  
(type here) 

Supporting QUOTES from text with (page #) AND a  brief explanation, 2-3 sentences, of  HOW it shows the trait:   
 

FORMAT:  “Quote”  (pg #).   

Trait at beginning:    
(type  here)  

“Quote 1” (pg #). 
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences:  This shows... 

“Quote 2” (pg #).  
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences:  This reveals… 

Trait at end:  
(type here) 

“Quote 1” (pg #). 
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences:  This shows…. 

“Quote 2” (pg #).  
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences: This reveals... 

 
 

PART TWO:  THEME 

 
Remember: Theme = BIG IDEA    CHOOSE TWO FROM THE BELOW LIST:  
 

● One’s selflessness benefits (or inspires) others. 
● Courage allows people to attempt difficult tasks. 
● All people deserve a second chance. 
● One’s family and upbringing provides strength. 

● Open-mindedness can lead to growth.  
● Wisdom comes with experience. 
● Independence is necessary to grow up.  
● With friendship comes sacrifice. 

 
 

 

● One who rises above hardships succeeds.  
● Maintaining faith (or hope) ensures survival.  
● Forgiveness allows one to heal and grow.  
● Love conquers all.  

Use format in above model on page 1. 



  (Type in box below)  : one QUOTE with pa +  two (2) sentences of explanation of HOW it shows the theme:   
 

FORMAT:    “Quote”  (pg #).  

Theme 1:  
(type here)   

“Quote 1”  (pg #). 
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences:  This shows…. 

“Quote 2”  (pg #). 
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences: This reveals.. 

Theme 2:  
(type here) 

“Quote 1”  (pg #). 
 
 PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences:  This shows…. 

“Quote 2”  (pg #). 
 
PLUS explanation, 2-3 sentences: This reveals.. 

 
 

PART THREE: SETTING 
 

Setting is a very important aspect to consider when analyzing historical fiction.  As you read, think about the details in your novel that transport you 
as a reader to another time and place.  
 

What is the PRIMARY SETTING? 
Time period  (type here):                        PLACE:  City/cities, Country (type here): 

 
 

 



Specific details in the setting (time and place) mentioned in the novel. Look for passages that are rich in imagery and detail. Include page 
numbers:  
Use the SIX bullet points provided.(type below) 
 

Note:  “They did not have cell phones” is NOT a good answer.  Think about specific details mentioned in the story! 
 

● “Today was her worst class at Erebus Middle School; double Social Studies. Her teacher had covered his desk with a large 
Confederate flag and had a real Civil War Cannon pointed directly at the students”(Iris, Messenger 2) 

●  
●  
●  
●  
●  

Feel free to add more bullet points below if you have more:  

 
 
 


